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Two Illuminations and a Shadow
human capital theorist james heckman has it half right. he discovered that with 
an optimized study plan, students could prepare and pass their general Education 
development (gEd) test in just two weeks. of course, this raises the question: why 
should anyone spend four years in high school if they can master the material in such 
a brief period of time? heckman’s answer is that students are gaining something much 
more valuable then just skill and knowledge. they are learning noncognitive behaviors 
that are actually a better predictor of “success” in life (meaning higher incomes and 
greater achievement in one’s chosen field). it’s at this point that heckman’s theory takes 
an unfortunate turn: success is defined almost exclusively by a person’s relation to the 
marketplace. with that relation comes a set of traits that may not be so attractive, or at 
the very least are inadequate. Qualities such as self-discipline, endurance, and reliability 
are all praised—qualities that bosses love and that make for subservient employees who 
are perfect for passively working in cubicles and other mind-numbing jobs.

the department of visual studies (vs) at the university at buffalo (ub) has never 
been a vocational school, so i feel confident in saying that the faculty and students are 
countermanding this set of noncognitive imperatives with alternative affect formations for 
the organization of (in the parlance of neoliberalism) creative capital and creative industries. 
if this is indeed the case, we should make explicit the qualities that vs values. i believe that 
the department prefers three qualities that stand in opposition to the values praised by those 
who view the marketplace as the only significant site within the social sphere.

the first foundational quality is curiosity. vs applauds students with a desire to engage 
their surroundings in all their material, virtual, and symbolic forms. we encourage 
those who seek out difference and contrast as a means to enhance experience 
and understanding of the world, as well as a way to continually challenge their own 
categories and processes. curiosity is the fuel of an endless becoming that enriches 
consciousness, reduces alienation, and increases the pleasure of existence. skeptics 
may feel that emphasizing this quality too much could end in creating a hyperrational, 
distanced individual, viewing the world as an endless series of specimens to be 
observed, dissected, and stored in a curiosity cabinet. indeed, that is a unfortunate 
trajectory that curiosity might take, so in order to avoid this disenchanting possibility, 
we fuse curiosity with a second key quality: empathy.

Empathy is the scourge of neoliberal economy. no quality exists that is more despised 
as “soft” and “weak” by those who wish to reduce the social sphere to the singular 
engine of individual self-interest in the marketplace. and why wouldn’t they? Empathy 
is what connects us to others and to the environment. it is what transforms the 
subject/object bifurcation of the specimen into an intersubjective relationship that leads 
to concern for life in all its myriad forms. Empathy is what allows us to appreciate 
difference, and thus provides the possibility for creating autonomous zones, alliances, 
networks, and coalitions. it allows us to organize ourselves and work in ways that 
rewarded us beyond a right to consume. it contributes to making us culturally and 
politically powerful enough to resist the authoritarian tendencies that attempt to divide, 
conquer, and dominate. i would go as far to say that the combination of curiosity and 
empathy are the foundation for a progressive education. these two values form the 
basis for an understanding of education not as means to an end, but as a valued and 
enriching experience in and of itself.

i imagine more cynical readers are thinking to themselves: “when you go to vs at ub 
be sure to wear a flower in your hair.” and, indeed, they might have a point were it not 
for the third interdependent quality: perversity. Edgar allan Poe described perversity 
as that peculiar voice in the back of our minds that tells us to jump as we look over the 
edge of a cliff. Perversity is the productive power of going against the grain, of plunging 
into the darkness, and of direct, reckless action. it pushes us into the nonrational 
realms of chaos, delirium, and creative destruction. it delivers us from fear, and 
thereby allows us to speak the unspeakable to ourselves, to others, and to power. 

while empathy tends to make the world a better place, it is perversity that makes it 
interesting, and at vs, we want an interesting world. it is my hope that the satisfaction 
of our educational charge in evidenced in the following pages and through the work of 
our 2013 graduates. 

 Steve Kurtz
 Chair, Visual Studies
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Commodification of the Self
the artists in this section, though their work is radically 
divergent, each critically engage the operations of dominant 
culture, particularly consumerism and the media. removed 
from all context and devoid of any title or wall text, each of luke 
dougherty’s intimately scaled paintings becomes a floating 
signifier. dougherty elevates the mundane and trivial, flattening 
the hierarchy between the famous and the anonymous, mass 
and class. alexander derwick’s video animations problematize 
the contradictory realities of american adolescence as he 
explores the boys’ nascent realizations of the breach between 
fantasy subjectivity and the real. creating symbolic acrostics 
with the most banal of purchases, liz rywleski engages in a 
subversive critique of commodity culture’s empty promises, 
exposing the ideological sleight of hand through which our 
desires are commodified and retailed back to us. 

Liz Rywelski 

by Catherine Dawson

Pages 6 – 7

Luke Dougherty & Alex Derwick 

by Sarah JM Kolberg
Pages 8 – 13
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Liz Rywelski
by Catherine Dawson

fisting. anal. lifE. libErty: the acrostics that run the length of receipts from target 
simultaneously bespeak, and render absurd, the visual imagery in a store that seeks to 
cater to a universal clientele. in Return Policy, liz rywelski purchases lists of items from 
big box retailers, ensuring that the items purchased are rung up in a particular order 
to create acronyms on her receipts. the cycle is completed when she goes back to 
the store to return the items. the juxtaposition of hypersexual terms such as anal and 
fisting with ones like freedom and domain — key themes of american national identity 
— actually destabilize the mythology of the national body as homogeneous, coherent 
whole. the use of receipts, perhaps the most legible symbol of capitalist exchange, as the 
medium for articulating socio-political messages further points to a significant thematic 
in contemporary society whereby activism, or intentionally subversive practice, is either 
mobilized through, or reabsorbed into, mainstream culture. 

in another iteration of this project rywelski spent a day, from the open to close at three 
lowes stores, purchasing from one and returning to another mantras of political action 
campaigns: “clEan air now!”; “fight likE a girl!”; “curE ProstatE cancEr!” 
rywelski’s self-fashioned “personal activisms” invert the emblematic act of capitalism and 
introduce an element that is nothing if not wholly anathema to the values of commodification. 
by producing through systems of exchange—this process of purchase and return— 
terminological contradictions or activist mantras that are ideologically at odds with the values 
of these behemoths stores, rywelski brings to light the way that power is produced through 
its re-creation and repeated disavowal of precisely those terms that it claims to oppose. 

for Checkout, a series of images printed on silk, rywelski begins with photographs of 
women’s bodies culled from the websites of lingerie stores such as victoria’s secret.. 
internet shopping, particularly for clothing, allows prospective buyers to not only see 
images of a product, but to rotate, or zoom in, and linger on them. the bodies of models 
wearing clothing available for sale do not traditionally reflect a normal spectrum of body 
size and shape, but the zoom tool alters the image of the body, leaving the initial shot 
intact but superimposing upon it a close-up of one particular section. the result is a body 
interrupted, whose asymmetrical magnifications de-idealize its form; these alternative 
versions of the bodies on display stand at a critical distance from normative culture that 
is profoundly queer in its refusal of cohesive identity. rywelski’s deployment of something 
so widely available as a zoom tool—or the policy of most big box retailers to allow their 
customers to return anything they have purchased, regardless of condition, providing 
they have the receipt—turns the performance into an event that anyone can reproduce 
on their own terms. this practice thus makes visible the way in which individuals are 
constituted through consumerism. but by trafficking in a mode of production that anyone 
privy to her practice can easily reproduce, rywelski rends open the terms that construct 
the ideology of consumption, reminding the observant viewer/consumer that there exists 
the possibility to think differently in spite of and through the dictates of power.

Commodification of the Self  /  Rywelski-Dawson
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Luke Dougherty
Sarah JM Kolberg 

luke dougherty’s exhibit Recent Paintings consists of a series of identically sized 
8”x10” canvases, each a reproduction of a photojournalist’s image culled from internet 
news stories. just slightly larger than an iPad, and slightly smaller than most laptop 
screens — the devices through which most of us take in the news — the canvases 
inhabit a space that is already familiar. but here, removed from their electronic origins 
and hung on the wall, they assume another recognizable context: the commercial photo 
studio’s ubiquitous 8x10 family portrait.

in this way, dougherty evokes an unconscious connection in the viewer by associating 
the works with the realm of the intimate and familiar. their scale further facilitates the 
viewer’s intimate engagement as we must draw close to analyze them. by extracting 
them from the ceaseless flow of internet reportage, much of which flashes past us 
unremarked, dougherty’s treatment has a quieting effect on the images, marking them 
worthy of our attention. 
        
ranging from portrait-style studies of individual subjects (the young boy, the business 
seminar attendee, the young toddler) to images that index traditional news reportage 
(urban pollution, traffic congestion, the armed drone), the paintings exhibit a wide 
range of subject matter and legibility. the canvases embody a tension between the 
identifiable, as with the aurora colorado shooter, the female star of rick james’ 
Superfreak music video, or the child-star from reality tv’s Toddlers and Tiaras, and the 
completely anonymous as with the drone pilot having lunch with his family, the hindu 
untouchable, or the five year old boy murdered by his stepfather who suspected the 
boy of being homosexual. the legibility of select canvases seduces the viewer into 
believing that they all are; urging a deeper investigation.

dougherty does not select the images in accord with any pre-conceived narrative or 
moral commentary, nor does he presume to impose one upon the viewer. rather, 
dougherty implicates the viewer in mediating the work. as the canvases are placed 
into conversation with each other, the juxtaposition allows a multiplicity of meanings 
to emerge and it is the viewer who, within their own framework of experience and 
perspectives, curates these discourses to construct a legible narrative.

Commodification of the Self  /  Dougherty-Kolberg
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by aligning the canvases depicting drone pilots in training, a drone, a cache of assault 
rifles, the active shooter training scenario, and the aurora colorado shooter, one could 
draw a cautionary message about the co-implication of the war on terror and the rise of 
violent domestic acts. alternately, by connecting the young girl from Toddlers and Tiaras, 
the sao Paolo children for sale, the jeep liberty ad’s recently returned soldier, and the 
political prisoners in the chinese labor camp assembling consumer goods (presumably 
for sale on the us market), one could read these works as a condemnation of american 
capitalism’s hegemonic hold on the global economy. these works make evident the ever-
blurring line between consumers and commodities, particularly vis-à-vis facebook and 
other social media in which the consumers are the commodities.

against the highly individuated experience of modern media marked by data mining, rss 
feeds, and targeted content placement, dougherty’s canvases recuperate these images 
to emphasize the social and uniquely relational nature of meaning making. in this way, the 
images themselves become secondary to the process, as their polysemic qualities open 
them for multiple readings, catalyzing the viewer’s recognition that meaning is never made 
arbitrarily, and calling into question the process through which the operations of power 
mobilize the ideological hierarchies which implicate us all.

Alexander Derwick
by Sarah JM Kolberg

alexander derwick’s Maynard, NY limns a world that is both fictitious and stereotypical 
early 21st century american adolescence. comprised of a series of animated videos 
featuring the series’ protagonist, Evan, and his friends screened on early ‘90s box-
style television sets, the exhibit’s setting in the basement of the gallery evokes the 
ubiquitous basement rec room of suburban youth. 

although Evan and alexander share certain experiences, the protagonist is not meant 
to be a representation of the artist, but rather an every-boy, who comes of age 
contemporaneously with derwick and his friends. in a series of works that introduce 
the Maynard, NY universe, we observe Evan negotiate adolescent rites of passage: 
video games, Pg-13 violence, and the first sneaked beer. 

the videos serve as a comment on the conflation of media and violence, and the 
difficulty Evan and his friends experience navigating the competing realities of the 
world they inhabit through media and the one in which they actually live. after hours of 
playing the video game Knight Mare in which the player assumes the role of a knight 
combating a giant cobra — which is ultimately won by sabering the cobra in half — the 
boys encounter a common garden snake (Garden Snake). impulsively they cut the 
snake’s head off with a shovel.     

Commodification of the Self  /  Dougherty-Kolberg
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one triptych in particular, Body Count: Storage Room: Dead Politician, highlights the 
shattering effect produced by the sudden intrusion of the real into the world of fantasy 
media violence. in Body Count an action hero in an urban setting fires an unending 
stream of bullets at an unseen target. Evan discovers his parents’ unsecured rifle in 
Storage Room, and imagines himself as the action hero; a fantasy hyper-masculinity 
replacing his own scrawny pre-teen identity. the action hero’s surreal indestructibility 
is violently disrupted in Dead Politician when Evan discovers an uncensored video on 
the internet of a politician’s suicide by gunshot during a news conference.        

the work’s intertextuality problematizes the myriad ways in which his characters are 
implicated in the media culture that surrounds them. in The Guys, which is split across 
three screens, Evan and his friends pass around a can of mt. hops beer—the commercial 
for which we’ve seen them watch while channel surfing — while one of them plays Knight 
Mare on a game boy. the video’s editing, combined with the arrangement of the television 
sets, implicates the viewer, as we observe the can pass from boy to boy, screen to screen, 
and anticipate it being passed into our own hand.

derwick has deftly remobilized the media culture of his youth, commodified it, and streamed 
it back to us; an instantiation of the very process he critiques. derwick’s meticulous attention 
to otherwise inconsequential detail: the flipped up shirt tag; the tv’s static and horizontal roll-
bar; the untied shoelaces, adds a layer of texture to the videos that obscures their artificiality 
at the same time as it calls our attention to the artifice. in this way the videos make manifest 
the insidiousness with which we both consume and are consumed by media culture.   
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
in each case, the artist implicates the viewer in the constitution of the work, placing 
them into a self-conscious relationship with the operations of power. the composer 
john cage famously said that he sought to make music that was not mediated by him; 
that he intentionally composed against his own tastes. cage recognized that our tastes 
and desires, even those which we perceive as symbolic of our most intimate selves, are 
nevertheless dictated to us through the operations of power. it is this recognition that 
these artists seek to produce.
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The Viewer Experience
all three of the artists engaged in questions surrounding the 
viewer experience call upon history, either personal or shared, as 
a means to inform the reception of their work, and, more broadly, 
the world around us. mary johnson’s highly tactile works on 
paper recall baroque still lives, and feature sensuous surfaces 
alongside rot and decay to address the tenuous relationship 
between seduction and repulsion. ruby merritt also implements 
organic materials to promote a reflection upon natural process 
in the gallery as they relate to memories and experiences in 
the biophysical environment. gary sczerbaniewicz, meanwhile, 
engages the proximity senses alongside evocative images to 
mine the intersection of memory, history and dreams.

Mary A. Johnson 

by Angelica Maier

Pages 16 – 18

Ruby Merritt

by Jennifer Gradecki
Pages 19 – 21

Gary Sczerbaniewicz

by Maddie Phinney 
Pages 22 – 25
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Mary A. Johnson
by Angelica Maier

in the work of mary johnson, the tension between fantasy and reality, and the sensual 
and the repulsive, create a unique viewer experience. the artist’s aim is to draw the 
viewer in to the work through seductively beautiful imagery, and then make her question 
that imagery upon closer inspection. using mixed media to create large-scale works, 
johnson’s mural-like mixed media compilations feature a variety of materials which test 
the viewer’s perception of reality and fantasy.

inspired by northern European baroque still lives, johnson creates her own 
complicated compositions on paper. her works are intrinsically tied to the ideas of 
fantasy and decay. 

as a preliminary step in her process, johnson arranges still lives in her studio and 
photographs them. by manipulating the photographs in Photoshop, she is able to 
enhance the seductive quality of her photographs with highly saturated colors. johnson 
also allows food to rot in her studio, and photographs these materials as well. by 
creating collages in her works with images of unnaturally ripe fruit (manipulated through 
Photoshop) and images of decomposing fruit, johnson creates a tension between 
seduction and decay, and the perceived real and fantastical in her works.

in addition to the photographed collage elements johnson uses in her works, she often 
uses homemade vegetable dyes to paint parts of the compositions. johnson’s working 
process is experimental in nature. johnson has eaten fruit and spit it onto the paper 
in one of her works, and in another smashed pomegranate seeds onto the paper’s 
surface with her hand. she has also experimented with growing mold, photographing 
maggots, and including pictures of skin diseases and bones in her compositions.

The Viewer Experience  /  Johnson-Maier
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the viewer of johnson’s work is overcome by the beauty of her compositions. they 
often have intertwining lines with overlapping shapes, bright colors, and a smooth 
sensual appearance. from a distance, it is not clear which elements are collage, 
vegetable painting, or colored pencil details. upon closer inspection, johnson’s layered 
complexities are revealed, while the collage details—so beautiful from a distance—
expose themselves as images of rotting fruit, maggots, and skin diseases.

johnson also challenges viewers’ perceptions and assumptions through her use of 
language. an interest in fantasy is revealed through johnson’s use of hybrid titles 
for her works. Garden of Blastomycodon, for example, simultaneously evokes lush 
renaissance gardens and unknown disease. in truth, johnson manipulates words to 
give a sense of false history to her works, mirroring the work’s ability to incite doubt 
in the viewer. one continually questions what is real and what is artificial in johnson’s 
fantastical compositions.

johnson’s work bears striking similarities to early twentieth century collage and 
photomontage traditions. artists associated with the movements of cubism and dada 
were interested in making the viewer question the relationships between images in 
their work, and more broadly their perception of the world around them. while cubist 
and dada works featured clearly contemporary elements—newspaper clippings 
and photographs from then-popular media—johnson’s works have a quality that 
transcends time. rather than being focused on expressing a commentary on society, 
johnson’s works reveal her interest in broader concepts humans have examined for 
centuries. johnson’s work pushes viewers to question their perceptions of reality and 
fantasy and explore the related juxtaposition of sensuality and repulsion. it is in this 
ambiguous space that johnson holds the viewer.

Ruby Merritt
by Jennifer Gradecki 

in the work of ruby merritt, aesthetics are determined by, and derived from, natural 
processes. spontaneous and intricate patterns produced by evaporation, decay, and 
erosion constitute the formal properties of merritt’s work, and these patterns inspire 
her simulations of these processes. visually apparent are numerous references to 
stratification, whether through the layering of soil, fungus, or other forest life, or in small 
hand prints made of sand microflakes and pigment. she even describes her practice as 
resembling a rhizomatic root system, with ideas that branch out and support one another.

through the systematic nurturing of chance, merritt produces elaborate surface 
patterns and textures, both as a means to draw the viewer into the work, and to incite a 
sense of visual wonder. taking the visual experience beyond that of the everyday, merritt 
provides microscopic views of rock specimens, offering a micro-level of visuality not 
typically encountered with forest life. beyond the visual, merritt engages the viewer with 
interactivity through the senses of smell and touch.

The Viewer Experience  /  Johnson-Maier
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upon entering ruby merritt’s thesis show, Ology, the viewer is encountered by the rich 
smell of dirt and decomposition emanating from a worm farm, a sandy stream table, 
and a large dig pit containing wood, soil and microbes. the viewer is invited to dig in 
the dirt and the sand, and to use a magnifying glass to inspect the specimens in the 
gallery. on the wall, microflakes shimmer between layers of sand, silt, clay and minerals 
contained between plates of glass, and from dozens of small handprints scattered 
on large sheets of paper. nearby, a sterile laboratory setting is filled with countless 
specimens: samples of soil, microscope slides prepared with dirt, a microbial fuel cell, 
river excavation equipment, an exploded cabinet of curiosities filled with forest life, 
decomposing tree stumps, a collection of bottled elements, and a catalog of previous 
projects. after the exhibition, all of the soil and plant life will be returned to their places 
of origin and reentered into the cycle of decomposition. a self-professed “ologist” and 
chemistry nerd, merritt gets excited about death and decay in the landscape, because 
she understands it to be a rich source of nutrients for other forms of life.

merritt explains that viewers often respond to her work by reflecting upon how they 
interact with nature, and by sharing stories about their experiences. her scientific 
framework and sensory experiences evoke memories and help the viewer to connect their 
gallery experience to their own interactions with ecosystems, and more broadly, to reflect 
upon society’s approach towards the environment. ultimately, merritt aims to inspire 
viewers to develop more symbiotic relationships with the ecosystems upon which we 
depend. the mindset that allows for ecological exploitation, destruction, and the depletion 
of our natural resources is a motivating concern for her. the duplicitous uses of science 
are at work in merritt’s installation; functioning both as a tool for understanding nature and 
developing a symbiotic relationship with it, and in a modernist sense, as a means to exploit 
natural resources and alienate individuals from the ecosystems that sustain their very 
existence. merritt reconciles these two functions by conferring upon the natural world the 
status of art and de-alienating the viewer by encouraging visceral interactions with dirt—
which, after all, is where we came from and to which we will return.

The Viewer Experience  /  Merritt-Gradecki The Viewer Experience  /  Merritt-Gradecki
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Gary Sczerbaniewicz
by Maddie Phinney 

like ruby merritt, gary sczerbaniewicz calls upon memory and psychology in tandem 
with evocative smells, sounds and images to create a viewer experience rooted in 
phenomenology. his professional background in architecture allows for an informed 
inquiry into our physical and psychological relationship to pine, cedar, dirt and lacquer. 

sczerbaniewicz’s Cabinet #1 from early 2012 features two fisheye lenses embedded into 
a cabinet composed of wood laths. the musky smell of the insulating laths is engaged as 
the viewer approaches the piece to look inside: a play on synesthesia that will become 
a reoccurring theme in the artist’s practice. Cabinet’s unvarnished exterior is incredibly 
austere, recalling the protestant asceticism of a cabin in the woods. the small lenses, 
one at eye-level and one lower, invite the viewer to peer into an unknown interior, lit from 
within. the eye-level view is one of a domestic scene, complete with paneled flooring, 
wallpaper, lighting fixtures and brick hearth. a lower lens on one side of Cabinet allows 
for a view of a brick-walled basement with dirt floor. a light source to the right of the 
scene makes evident subtle textural contrasts in the walls, as well as a shadowy mass 
beyond our view. the scene depicts a disquieting undercarriage that informs the viewer’s 
understanding of the domestic scene above. what was once a humble living area is now 
the foil for a shadowy underbelly. sczerbaniewicz appears to delight in the creepiness 
of the scene, which uses the familiar trope of domesticity to illuminate the relationship 
between public and private as a metaphor for human psychology.

Aloft from 2012 showcases a continued interest in spectator-activated architecture. here, 
the viewer is invited to sit and peer up into a small window embedded into the gallery wall. 
the view afforded is one that appears to go up and inside the architecture of the gallery 
space, the result of a complex walled-in installation. the act of “peering” here recalls 
Cabinet, but rather than an inhabited dwelling, the viewer looks up into what appears to be 
an excavated hallway, lined in stone masonry with the same muddy dirt floor as Cabinet’s 
miniature basement. a light-source is visible at the left end of the hallway, an invitation 
to turn down an inaccessible path. the work is named after fragonard’s The Swing, a 
famous 18th century depiction of voyeurism rife with art historical iconology. the act of 
peering upwards into the installation mimics the positioning of fragonard’s young suitor, 
hidden by brush as he looks up the dress of his mistress. the smell of rose petals wafts 
through Aloft, recalling the visual experience of fragonard’s scene through a proximity 
sense rarely engaged within the space of the gallery. ingeniously, sczerbaniewicz places 
the viewer in the phenomenological position of the young man catching a glimpse of 
something illicit. an experience of aloft is one which ties seduction to memory—we yearn 
to see more but our view is forever obscured. 

The Viewer Experience  /  Sczerbaniewicz-Phinney
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sczerbaniewicz’s thesis project, Beneath/Suspicion, peels away any viewer passivity 
from his previous work. rooted in the physicality of experience, the body is activated 
as the viewer moves through a maze representing the dark recesses of the mind. the 
interior of Beneath is invisible upon entering the gallery, and from the outside the work 
is an architectural entanglement of wood paneling overlaid with roofing tar paper, 
the skeletal structure recalling a mineshaft. audible when standing in the gallery is a 
distorted audio excerpt from the 1963 film “the great Escape,” in which john sturges’ 
allied prisoners of war plan their escape tunnels. Exterior to the larger structure stand 
three panoptic towers that the viewer understands in relation to the eerie audio from 
the film—we are all under surveillance. connected to the tunnel on either side are two 
periscopes into which the viewer is invited to peer: Periscope #1 affords a view of a 
mudslide-engulfed basement with a knotted bed sheet pulled up and out of the scene into 
another tunnel beyond our view. Periscope #2 shows an exploded wooden floor with a 
mini security camera in the dark background. 

like sczerbaniewicz’s previous work, Beneath calls upon the tenuousness of fantasy, 
memory and dreams. the viewer enters the tunnel by way of a mattress box spring and 
is forced to lie on her back on a furniture dolly to observe the interior architecture of 
the narrow tunnel. the viewer propels herself through the structure with a knotted bed 
sheet suspended along the ceiling, and the tunnel is lit in the soft familiar glow of electric 
nightlights. once inside, the viewer encounters four vignettes, each one incredibly evocative 
yet enigmatic. one scene, built into the architecture of the tunnel’s ceiling, depicts the interior 
of a chapel, complete with rows of pews and marble columns rendered in minute detail. 
the columns are actually constructed using Pvc piping, a testament to sczerbaniewicz’s 
skill in retooling raw industrial materials to look familiar. a dark sticky substance drips 
down the aisle from the altar, perhaps blood? an audio recording of a distorted russian 
chant overlaid with ambient noise plays near the scene, and the smell of frankincense 
wafts down through the scene from the altar. the experience speaks to a child’s foggy 
memory of a catholic service—some elements are exaggerated while others are distorted 
or products of fantasy. another scene exhibits a visceral womblike orifice. Embedded into 
the pink walls of the fleshy opening are doll-house sized architectural elements—roofs, 
fences, pieces of furniture—which allude to a rural town torn apart by a tornado. again, the 
materials are not what they appear: the fleshy vortex is actually pink insulation dipped in 
glue and polyurethane. moving towards the end of the tunnel, the viewer is dazzled by bright 
floodlights before emerging back into the world, having channeled through sczerbaniewicz’s 
bizarre dream, which, through its universal evocations, becomes her own. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
sczerbaniewicz nearly creates a map of the unconscious and invites the viewer to travel 
through. similarly, mary johnson’s seductive collages speak to the complex layering 
of desire and memory, as well as the fantasy produced by slippages between the two. 
meanwhile ruby merritt’s interactive project addresses our past experiences of nature 
to speak to a broader relationship between society and the environment. all three artists 
then call upon the phenomenological experience of the viewer as a means of illuminating 
the latent memories, desires and thoughts which effect spectatorial reception.

The Viewer Experience  /  Sczerbaniewicz-Phinney The Viewer Experience  /  Sczerbaniewicz-Phinney
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Past and Present
the works of david leighty and anthony dimezza share an 
investigation of the significance of the past in the formation of 
the present. dimezza attends to the turn of the 20th century 
in search of a more nuanced understanding of individual and 
national identity. leighty meanwhile examines personal lifestyle 
aesthetics and their historical derivations from commodified 
subcultures, tracing similarities of public persona over time, to 
enable a critical consideration of future directions.

David Leighty

by Jennifer Gradecki

Pages 28 – 30

Anthony DiMezza

by Yuriko Nagatsuma
Pages 31 – 33
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David Leighty
by Jennifer Gradecki 

david leighty’s work reflects a critical ambivalence towards his experiences of 
life in an intentional community. leighty initiates carefully conceived structures of 
engagement for his now dispersed network of friends. his administrative approach 
reflects the role he assumed while living at the monster house: as a facilitator, he 
attended the daily tasks of paying the bills and organizing shows. while drawing from 
this past, leighty investigates the current circumstance of the group’s decomposition, 
with the aim of mediating and calculating his future.

Tenets: Stay Punk consists of 12 quotes gathered from emails and texts with the 
monster house crew screen printed on recycled paper and mounted in cardboard 
frames. the neon colors, recycled materials, and diy aesthetic of his objects embody 
the values of leighty’s group of friends in form and content. one exemplary tenet, 
“you only take jobs you can quit,” mirrors the temporary, non-archival status of the 
objects and the transient nature of their lifestyle simultaneously. liable to dissolution, 
these works reflect leighty’s perspective that galleries are not “in” anymore and his 
preference for grassroots process over institutional preservation. [jg1] 

in dialogue with Tenets, the project 20/20 was prompted by leighty’s own nostalgia. 
he sent 20 disposable cameras to former housemates with instructions to take photos 
of their everyday activities, to show him what he was missing. the snapshots capture 
the performance of the values of Tenets. they reveal the group’s lifestyle aesthetic, 
marked by commodified, once subcultural, tropes spanning the decades from the 
70s to the 2000s. Enacting his distance from the group, leighty created a taxonomy, 
categorizing and grouping photos in pairs (and one triptych) to facilitate interchange 
between juxtaposed images of similar phenomena. Posed irreverence and scenes of 
partying, touring, and communal chores show the performative nature of every aspect 
of their lives. leighty takes a critical stance towards this aestheticization: this is the 
spectacle of subculture—inauthentic, contrived, and hollow.

leighty experienced some difficulty collecting the cameras for 20/20, which 
foreshadowed the eventual failure of his attempted zine project CHAINGANG. this 
time, leighty mailed 5 blank zines, each with a unique theme—assurance, Equity, 
fidelity, Place, home—to former community members with instructions for each 
person to provide content on the theme and pass it on to others in the group. leighty’s 
aim was to generate collaborative speech in his scattered network. in the end, no one 
participated, which is a deep reflection of the ephemeral nature of communities and 
how easily they can fall apart.

Past and Present  /  Leighty-Gradecki
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(This) ambiguation depicts the semiotic constancy between the visual language of punk and 
commercial pop aesthetics. the non-linear timeline is constructed of screen printed images 
and wikipedia texts on cardboard assembled into staggered triangular layers reminiscent of 
a hair braid. the images begin chronologically with prototypical punk couple sid vicious and 
nancy spungen, followed by grunge icons kurt cobain and courtney love (with daughter 
francis bean), and culminating in the vacuous pop-punk celebrity of ke$ha. the images 
are sliced, juxtaposed and intersected, which foregrounds the consistency and formulaic 
inauthenticity of appropriated subcultural aesthetics as they collapse into one another. 
Questioning notions of celebrity, authenticity and the spectacle, (This) ambiguation reflects 
upon the commodification of rebellion. the subcultural aesthetics, so central to leighty’s 
community, become the cliché tropes of marketable fashion.

Anthony DiMezza
by Yuriko Nagatsuma 

anthony dimezza, through his deep interest in theodore roosevelt, began his journey 
towards a defining era of united states history. dimezza designs his art pieces based 
on his research of roosevelt’s biographical anecdotes, and of their historical context. 
his thesis work, Game Trail Through Medora, invites viewers to travel somewhere 
beyond the past: to the sphere where we inquire about the national identity of the 
united states as well as our personal identities.

Game Trail Through Medora consists of ten art pieces of rawhide deerskins. most of 
the hides are bound to 6’x4’ pine frames by rough manila ropes. Elaborating visual 
signs such as a bugle, a mosquito, the skull of a cow, and a maltese cross, dimezza 
develops his interpretation of roosevelt’s life episodes into semiotic plays on the 
stretched and formed skins. when lit, each work genuinely impresses viewers by the 
aesthetic refinements created by these natural materials.

Past and Present  /  Leighty-Gradecki
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long understood as the very embodiment of masculinity in american public life, here, a 
different roosevelt emerges: one more attuned to tragedy than triumph, to tenacity over 
destiny. rather than glorifying the president’s accomplishments, all the works expose the 
unexpected traumatic incidents roosevelt had to face, or the hardships at the frontiers 
where he challenged to proceed. Entry is a piece with a black-dyed deerskin, on which 
a selection from roosevelt’s diary is printed: the day both his mother and wife passed 
away. Scramble by Tooth and Claw represents both san juan hill in cuba, and mt. macy, 
new york, with the shape of a tooth on the top of it. giving up his position in the u.s. 
navy, roosevelt was on the frontlines at san juan hill during the spanish-american 
war. while roosevelt was climbing mt. macy, he received news of the assassination of 
william mckinley, which also determined his future as a public figure. by comparing each 
work with the iconic national image of teddy roosevelt, the audience acknowledges that 
roosevelt accumulated harsh experiences until he became a national hero.

dimezza’s work implies the interrelationships of one’s inner identities, with traumas 
as well as with hardships. due to their natural forms, the deerskins appear to embody 
the lands of the united states. thus, the artist’s whole project provides us with the 
opportunity to meditate on how an individual in any society, and the u.s. nation, have 
encompassed the difficulties of all, such that they may build their own inner identities, 
behind the faces that they show in public. the materiality of the pieces plays a significant 
role in this, for the skin is neither raw, torn from flesh, nor finished leather fabricated 
for a commodity. on the one hand, this pliability implies a fugitive present, that there is 
a process of transformation from one stage to the next. on the other hand, it suggests 
the incomplete, even inconsistent nature of our inner identities beneath public images. 
regardless of the nation’s or the individual’s public appearance, this work suggests that 
their innermost identities are concomitant with trial and travail. dimezza’s project shows 
our inability to see how our innermost selves are being altered through time, just as a 
game trail never shows us where to go unless we continue to trace its path. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
david leighty critically examines social identity and public persona over time. anthony 
dimezza reveals a historic figure in order to explore our own identities, which are 
hidden beneath the public masks that we wear. both artists shed light on the present 
by analyzing the past. tracing the path of their subject’s histories, they prompt 
reflection on our time.

Past and Present  /  Dimezza-Nagatsuma Past and Present  /  Dimezza-Nagatsuma
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Technological Mediation
for every revelation about technological development there seems 
to be an accompanying, though by no means as welcome or well-
publicized, recognition of the acceleration of globalization, increased 
energy consumption, or the production of waste. the twinning of 
advancement and its pitfalls bespeaks a recognition, however slight, 
of the potential for an ever more rapidly approaching, self-produced 
annihilation. both byron rich and necole Zayats work precisely in 
the space between these dualisms. Each harnesses technology—
whether cutting edge science, or the extraction of useable electric 
power from a bicycle—to look ahead to possible futures that can be 
imagined for humanity on a planet on which natural resources have 
been exhausted.

in the Pacific gyre, a region constituted by a particular current flow 
in the Pacific ocean, lays the great Pacific garbage Patch. Estimates 
for the size of this entity range from two hundred fifty thousand to 
over 1.5 million square miles, or between 0.4 and 8 per cent of the 
area of the Pacific ocean. because plastics and heavy metals vary 
greatly in their density and consistency, breaking apart (though never 
breaking down) at different rates and in different ways, it is difficult 
for scientists to agree on how big the patch is, and what density 
of plastic should constitute its edge. as ill-defined and distant as 
this entity may sound, a number of articles on the gyre are posted 
in necole Zayatz’s studio, where her current array of projects lay 
accumulating over the course of several months.

Necole Zayatz

by Catherine Dawson

Pages 36 – 38

Byron Rich

by Julie Rozman

Pages 39 – 42
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Necole Zayatz
by Catherine Dawson

in the Pacific gyre, a region constituted by a particular current flow in the Pacific ocean, 
lays the great Pacific garbage Patch. Estimates for the size of this entity range from two 
hundred fifty thousand to over 1.5 million square miles, or between 0.4 and 8 per cent 
of the area of the Pacific ocean. because plastics and heavy metals vary greatly in their 
density and consistency, breaking apart (though never breaking down) at different rates 
and in different ways, it is difficult for scientists to agree on how big the patch is, and 
what density of plastic should constitute its edge. as ill-defined and distant as this entity 
may sound, a number of articles on the gyre are posted in necole Zayatz’s studio, where 
her current array of projects lay accumulating over the course of several months.

Parts Per Million takes as its starting point population growth and the eventual exhaustion 
of natural resources, but focuses instead on the potential viability of life under such 
circumstances. Aquiclude Run-through consists of a series of cylinders comprised of 
commonplace plastics and metals—cords, wires, and tinsel, among other things—melted 
together to resemble earth core samples. though Zayatz sees these as core samples 
of the future, it is not a far stretch to imagine that something of this nature may already 
occur in areas of sub-saharan africa where Europe and the west ship hazardous and 
non-biodegradable refuse. regardless of whether the surface of the planet envisaged 
through Zayatz’s work is a current or future reality, her project evokes a post-apocalyptic 
bunker complete with Last Friends & Final Indicators. a canary in a cage element is 
comprised of Ed & whitney, two fish whose survival may or may not withstand all of 
the plastics floating about in their environment. their presence is metaphoric, as their 
survival does not, in actuality, hang in the balance. any yet it is impossible to visit Parts 
Per Million without becoming concerned for their—and one’s own—wellbeing. 
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Rotating Tump and the two tubs that comprise the Black Pond series act as a rejoinder 
to the rather alarming first part of the project. this is not to say that Zayatz’s work 
is frightening, but rather that her work calls both the environmentally engaged and 
those who are not so inclined into a consciousness of conditions which may be in 
our future, if they are not already here. in both projects, Zayatz uses seeds from the 
local cooperative grocery store to sprout plants in challenging situations: reduced 
or unnatural light, spatial constraints or, in the case of Rotating Tump, the seeds are 
planted on a dome that spins at a significant clip. 

Parts Per Million has an earnest survivalism to it akin to that of the readiness projects 
of self-proclaimed “preppers” who, wielding duct tape and gas masks, occasionally find 
their way into the news in their ardent pursuit of a state of preparedness for a number 
of different end of the world scenarios (see The Preppers Next Door, alan feuer, 12 
november 2012). yet the purposelessness of certain elements such as Rotating Tump 
and other elements undermines much of the seriousness of the attempts to grow crops 
and generate power that Zayats has produced. included in this project are a glass-derived 
water purification system to filter out plastics and heavy metals from drinking water and 
a bicycle that, when pedaled, charges a generator. installed slightly behind brightly lit, 
more colorful elements of the final show, these do not attract immediate attention, but they 
are powerful statements: the material and conceptual simplicity of both—Zayatz has not 
dressed this section up in any way to detract from the singular purpose of each element—
ground the project in an understated intentionality towards self-preservation. 

Byron Rich
by Julie Rozman

byron rich’s works are in essence performative experiments, in which technologies of 
various complexities become means of observation, measurement, and control. Plants, 
algae, or bacteria are the overt subjects, but when understood metaphorically, his 
practice pertains to the relationship of humans—as individuals or as a whole—to the 
natural world. Physically, his apparatuses integrate various forms of design, engineering, 
and fabrication; his media are a mixture of fabricated and off-the-shelf equipment, 
physical components, computer programs, and biological material. Previous works 
invite a variety of questions, as viewers encounter the pieces at some point along their 
journey toward guaranteed demise. a bamboo plant was rigged to a box whose lid 
would close as the bamboo grew (did dwindling light slow growth? would the end thus 
become painfully slow?); a pair of world maps set in algae became the control group 
and demonstration group for the detrimental effects of a particular sound frequency 
(how long would the algae last when detected movement near the piece is the only thing 
to turn the sound off? could enough active participation be generated to let this small 
world persist?); bacteria in a Petri dish would be detected by a system that projects killer 
light frequencies onto the bacteria, but friendly light frequencies onto uninhabited areas 
(could the bacteria constantly escape its own edges, and thus run forever? or would the 
culture’s food supply run out?).

rich’s thesis show, Benign nor Hostile, 
Merely Indifferent, won’t sustain forever, 
but evidences a shift in focus towards 
participatory observation: here, of bacterial 
proliferation on a sphere. the installation 
concretely manifests the old philosophical 
question about whether a phenomenon 
exists if it’s not actively observed: sound by 
viewers in the gallery triggers batteries of uv 
lEds that make visible genetically-modified 
bioluminescent bacteria, whose glow is a 
photochemical response to the uv light; 
microphones pick up the sound; a computer 
program detects volume and frequency and 
runs both a simple graphic visualizer (on four 
monitors around the elevated sphere) and the 
lights. the sphere, safe from contamination 
within a transparent enclosure, is also 
scrutinized by four video cameras; these 
transmit the hd video feed that is projected 
onto four corresponding freestanding scrims.

Technical Mediation  /  Zayatz-Dawson
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the video images’ tonality visually dominates the gallery space and contrasts with the 
installation’s cold technological materiality. a range of purple-magenta-blue-turquoise-cyan-
white, projected light with all the cheery artificiality of neon Easter egg dyes, surrounds 
and offsets the foreboding composition: in the center, a halo of shadow encircles a darker 
orb (the sphere) sporting eerie ebbing-and-flowing swaths of dayglo green, while backlit 
protruding wires are as too-skinny legs or probing tentacles from a sci-fi-horror flick, and 
four lights blind or fade in no apparent pattern. Each bank of lights and projection-on-scrim 
is within view of the opposite video camera, the slight delay creating a mise en abyme of 
visual artifacts that persist for a palpable moment beyond the action itself. the source of the 
action is within: a square table carries sphere, enclosure (with wired lights, cameras, and 
microphones mounted to it), and the sound-displaying monitors; four computer towers and 
their network of cords and wires occupy its lower shelf.

Technical Mediation  /  Rich-Rozman Technical Mediation  /  Rich-Rozman
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rich’s work tends toward the aesthetic of scientific transparency, and he intends to make 
full plans for fabrication available via the internet—would-be peer reviewers, rejoice! Benign 
nor Hostile, Merely Indifferent invites critique with a parallel in the larger realm of science 
and technology: the presence of the gee-whiz techno-apparatus is dazzling. despite its 
ostensible accessibility, the technologies remain opaque to anyone who doesn’t speak 
the language: we must simply trust that the systems and technological mediations are 
doing what the authorities (here, the artist) say they’re doing. the title links observation to 
the indifference of the observed, leaving viewers with a sense of its inevitability: it simply 
behaves as it must. but (in art as in science) both programming, and programmer, has 
an agenda. here, because an individual is visible in the name of the artist, it becomes 
possible for the viewer to understand and question the authority of the artist, the decisions 
in devising this arrangement and allowing it to run, and the possibility of affecting change 
as individuals within-but-observing a ponderous system. these questions are peripheral, 
though—available criticisms, but not yet overt ones—and allow viewers to engage the work 
in a wide range from the aesthetic to the intellectual.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
the projects of rich and Zayatz together offer, above all else, a call to consider how 
we understand the connection between space and survival, not only within our own 
contexts, but in a way that accounts for the realities that lay beyond contemporary fears of 
increasingly erratic weather, glacial melt, and rising temperatures. rich and Zayatz each 
use precisely those materials on which we rely to imagine and interrogate what could 
be; and, ever so gently, to call the viewer into consciousness of consumption, waste, and 
disposal. Perhaps the final take home from both of these projects is the way that temporal 
progression, the primal instigator of technological development, supersedes any effort, 
technological or otherwise, to foresee the future.

Technical Mediation  /  Rich-Rozman
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liz rywelski, Pages 6 – 7
Checkout series, with Return Policy: Green Series, Clean Air Now in the window reflection; 
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Ology Laboratory — ologist: R. M. Merritt, research room installation, Exploded Cabinet, 
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Photos courtesy of the artist.
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david leighty, Pages 28 – 30
(This) ambiguation, Fucking Super Bummer, 20/20, (This) ambiguation” (detail), Fucking 
Super Bummer, Tenets: Stay Punk. Photos courtesy of heather brand.

anthony dimezza, Pages 31 – 33
Tooth One. Leaning., Scramble by Tooth and Claw. Photos courtesy of biff henrich. 

necole Zayatz, Pages 36 – 38
interior view of SpaceTent, Steam Distillation Table, HydroCraft: HandiNetwork from the 
black Pond series, MultiUse Net. Photos courtesy of the artist.

byron rich, Pages 39 – 42
Photos courtesy of the artist. 
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this catalog is a collaboration between graduate students in the department of visual 
studies and edited by maddie Phinney.
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